Government and Public Sector
Video Conferencing for Government and Public Sector
Secure, reliable and cost effective communications for government agencies and
institutions

Build authentic relationships in 4K
Improve engagement in emergency operations, behavioural health and judicial
proceedings where quality and reliability truly matter.

Deploy government-compliant security
All GMeet video streams are securely encrypted by default to exceed government
security requirements.

Extend your message to larger audiences
Easily record and live stream town-halls and other high-level meetings with 4K video
and 4K full-motion content sharing quality.

Reduce unnecessary and expensive travel
Reach underserved and remote areas without wasting time or resources with quick
and efficient video conference calls.

Benefits of video conferencing for Central and local government
agencies
For government agencies and public sector institutions, video conferencing provides
a cost-efficient way to extend the reach of your programs while delivering an
authentic way to stay connected with your teams and partners. Secure and simple to
use video conferencing solutions from GMeet connect office workers and field staff
instantly, creating operational efficiency and strengthening relationships along the
way.
Collaborate made Simple
Video conferencing used to be reserved for federal government departments with larger
budgets. With GMeet video conferencing solutions, that same technology is at work at the
state and local levels. GMeet saves local governments money by reducing travel while
increasing interoffice training and education, multi organization coordination and community
outreach programs. By providing government workers the outreach they need with video
conferencing on computers, tablets and even smartphones, GMeet is bringing the public
closer to those who serve them.
Operational Efficiency

Today more than ever, government agencies are expected to perform their duties in
the midst of natural disasters, technological disruptions, pandemics and more. When
an in-person meeting is not an option, GMeet video conferencing solutions ensure
that lines of communication within and across government agencies remain open
with video connections and secure file sharing, even when phone lines may be
down.

Secure Communications
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Government agencies around the world can be assured that GMeet video
conferencing products meet rigorous government security, interoperability and
performance requirements. GMeet video conferencing solutions are used daily for
real-time video conferencing and recording/playback across the international
government community, including the Department of Defence, all branches of the US
military and multiple federal civilian agencies and departments.
Interoperable and flexible Solutions
Because GMeet offers options that are interoperable with other standard industry solutions
and can be accessed on the desktop, tablet or mobile device, agency personnel can
maintain operations anywhere—from their meeting rooms to their home offices.
Commitment to Standards and Security

GMeet is committed to delivering video communication solutions that meet the strict
security requirements of government agencies while conforming to open standards
and interoperability requirements for video, audio and data collaboration. In addition
to supporting the most current standards, all GMeet systems support earlier
standards to ensure backward compatibility with your existing communications
infrastructure and minimize required investments.

Why integrate GMeet in your Government communication strategy?
SECURE COMMUNICATION
GMeet uses best-of-breed data centres with independent third-party security and
privacy certifications to ensure the most secure and reliable foundation possible for
our customers.

BEST-IN-CLASS 4K QUALITY
The GMeet VC ROOM 9200 and 90 series delivers 4K video and 4K content sharing
to help users pick up on the fine detail needed when reviewing plans or monitoring
equipment levels.

RECORDED MEETINGS
GMeet record and Share lets you record trainings, depositions, town-halls or status
meetings and instantly saves them to your personal recordings library to view or
share.

SUPPORT FOR BYOD AND BROWSER-BASED CALLING
Download the GMeet app for all of your devices or connect right from your web
browser with the GMeet web app. All you need is a webcam, internet access and the
link to the virtual classroom, and you’re ready to connect.
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